Aphysically-accurate time-domain model for aplucked musical string is developed. The model incorporates detailed dispersion and damping behaviour measured from cello strings, and adetailed description of body response measured from ac ello body.T he resulting model is validated against measured pizzicato notes using the same strings and cello, and good accuracyisdemonstrated. The model is developed in aform that makes extension to the case of abowed string very straightforward.
Introduction
This paper presents arefined simulation model of the motion of ap lucked string, with af ocus on achieving high physical accuracybyincorporating the most complete theory and measurement data available. Since this model draws upon best practice from earlier research, the description involves an element of review. However, significant newm easurements and validation experiments are also included. In an earlier study,several methods for accurate synthesis of guitar plucks were compared [1] . The best performance wasobtained using afrequency-domain approach, butfor the purposes of musical synthesis atimedomain approach is preferable because of the latencyimplicit in the frequency-domain method. At ime-domain travelling-wavea pproach wasa lso tried in [1] , butw as found to perform relatively poorly.One aim of the present work is to improve the implementation of this model and demonstrate that it can work well.
The model is developed in such away that it can also be used for bowed strings, and this is another strong motivation for needing atime-domain methodology: the nonlinear friction force in abowed string can only be handled in the time domain, if transient simulations are wanted. As a consequence, parts of the model are developed in af orm that is slightly more complicated than would be needed for plucked strings alone. Also, most of the detailed results to be presented here concern the cello. Calibration measurements on cello strings and aparticular cello body will be used to illustrate the approach, and comparisons will Received15June 2016 , accepted 12 September 2016 then be shown between synthesised and measured pizzicato notes on that cello. The application of the model to bowed string motion is described in ac ompanion paper [2] .
Ap rimary goal is to maket he model physically accurate and to keep the link between the model and physical parameters as clear as possible. This contrasts with the priorities in the sound synthesis field, where physical details may be compromised to improve computational efficiency as long as their exclusion does not significantly worsen the quality of the synthesised sound. Having said that, the twofi elds have remained closely knit: indeed, the methods used here to model the damping and dispersion of a string are tailored versions of models originally developed for sound synthesis purposes.
There is along history of theoretical analysis of vibrating strings [3] . In 1746, d'Alembert [4] published asolution for the motion of an ideal lossless string in the form of ageneral superposition of twowaves travelling in opposite directions with speed c 0 = T 0 /m s ,w here T 0 is the string'st ension and m s is its mass per unit length. Much more recently,t his idea formed the basis of as uccessful modelling strategy for ab owed string [5] , [6] , which evolved into what has become known as "digital waveguide modelling" (see for example Smith [7] ). This is the approach followed in the present work.
When applied to ap lucked string, the method is very simple. The assumed details of anyp articular pluck can be used to determine the initial shapes of the wavest hat travelinthe twodirections. Apluck involves initial application of aforce at aparticular point on the string (orover ashort length of string), this force jumping to zero at the moment of release of the string. This contrasts with the situation in ab owed string, where force is continuously applied through the bowh airs to the string. In that case, the incoming wavesa tt he bowed point interact with the friction force at the bowt og enerate outgoing waves( see for example [6] ). Fort he plucked-string case there is no force at the plucking position, so the wavess imply cross at this point to become unaltered outgoing waves. Linear theory is assumed throughout this work, and so the incoming wavesreturning to the pluck/bowposition at anygiven time step in the simulation process can be calculated by convolution of the outgoing wavesa te arlier times with suitable convolution kernels.
The process of modelling consists essentially of determining these kernel functions in order to represent the relevant physical processes to sufficient accuracy. The two kernels are traditionally called "reflection functions", denoted h 1 and h 2 for the bridge and finger sides respectively ("finger" is used as ashorthand for finger/nut throughout). In order for h 1 and h 2 to be physically accurate, theymust satisfy
If this condition is not met, the mean values of the leftand right-going travelling wavescan drift, which in physical terms would correspond to the entire string shifting position. Foraperfectly flexible and lossless string with rigid terminations, both reflection functions consist simply of delayed and inverted unit delta functions. The required delay to produce adesired fundamental frequency f 0 for the complete string is equal to β/f 0 for the bridge side function h 1 and (1−β)/f 0 for the finger side function h 2 ,where β is the distance of the excitation point from the bridge, expressed as af raction of the total string length. Am ore realistic model requires more complicated reflection functions, buttraces of this simple structure will remain in evidence.
Model ingredients and implementation
There are several aspects of underlying physics relevant to aplucked string. Some are intrinsic to the string itself, determining the details of dissipation and dispersion. Others involvecoupling to the vibration modes of the instrument body,which also induces coupling between the twopolarisations of string motion. At the other end of the vibrating string, the player'sfi nger and the details of contact with afingerboard or fret may have an influence. Finally,there are features of ac omplete musical instrument that might influence agiven plucked or bowed note: the vibration of non-excited sympathetic strings, and the vibration of the after-lengths of the strings on the fars ide of the bridge, including their interaction with the tailpiece. All these factors can be included in the model to be presented here.
Dispersion and dissipation in the string
2.1.1. Theoretical background All real strings exhibit non-zero bending stiffness and frequency-dependent dissipation. In much of the earlier work on plucked and bowed strings (see for example [8, 9, 1] )t hese factors were represented via approximate analytic reflection functions, butm ore sophisticated representations based directly on measurements will be developed here. The approach is implemented in the time domain, butt he reflection functions can be designed to match frequency-domain characteristics: in other words, theycan be viewed as the impulse responses of filters with particular magnitude and phase characteristics. This will allowthe use of modern digital filter design methods. Following the convention of the musical synthesis literature, these will be called "loop filters" throughout.
The standard equation for the free motion of astiff string without damping is
where for asolid string E is the Yo ung'smodulus and I the second moment of area of the string'scross-section. Fora typical layered musical string, the combined parameter EI is best regarded as an empirical factor,t ob ed etermined by measurement. The mode shapes remain very similar to those of aperfectly flexible string, butthe natural frequencies are no longer exactly harmonic. The bending stiffness produces aw avep ropagation speed that is frequencyd ependent, which results in a"stretching" of the natural frequencies. Rayleigh'sprinciple can be used to showthat the nth natural frequencyofastiff string is givenby
where f 0 is the first mode frequencyifthe string had been perfectly flexible, and the inharmonicity coefficient B is givenby
where L is the length of the string. The inharmonicity of manymusical strings is known to be above the threshold for human perception [10, 11] , so it can be of direct perceptual significance. The systematic stretching revealed in Eq. (3) also results in the pitch being perceiveds lightly sharper than the frequencyo ft he fundamental. Adegree of inharmonicity is essential to the normal sound of some instruments, such as the modern piano [12, 13] , buttoo much of it is certainly not desirable. A familiar wayt ol imit the inharmonicity of low-frequency strings in practice is to use at hin core over-wound with one or more layers of wire to give the desired mass per unit length without adding too much to the bending stiffness EI.
It should be noted that the fourth-order equation of motion, Equation (2),r esults in four solutions, only twoo f which are naturally included in the travelling wave approach; the other twoa re ap air of fast-decaying quasievanescent waves. These wavesa re only important in the vicinity of the excitation point, and within as hort period Vol. 102 (2016) of time after the excitation. Ducasse has estimated those limits for ap iano C 2 string to be in the neighborhood of 2cmand within 0.1 ms of the hammer excitation [14] . For thinner strings, liket hose of ac ello or av iolin, the spatial limit should be even smaller,but it is still of the order of the boww idth and is likely to be important in the detailed interaction of ab ow with as tring [15] . However, these evanescent waveswill be ignored in the model to be developed here.
On as tiff string the group velocity rises with increasing frequency, resulting in the formation of "precursor" wavespreceding the main peak in the reflection function. An approximate expression for this reflection function was presented by Woodhouse [8] (see Figure A1 ), and used in subsequent work. Equation (2) becomes non-physical at very high frequencies because the wave velocity rises without limit, whereas anyr eal material has am aximum possible wave speed. In consequence, to use the analytical expression in simulations it is necessary to filter it with some chosen cutoff frequency. Away of avoiding this requirement will be presented in Section 2.1.3.
In earlier work, string damping wasa lso often represented by an analytic formula, in this case ar ather crude one. Aform of reflection function wasintroduced in [16] and then used in several later studies [17, 18] , which attempts to give the same Qf actor to all string modes. The function for the bridge side takes the form
while for the finger side, β must be replaced by (1 − β). Note that areflection function designed according to Equation (5) is symmetric around its peak which is expected as it is the impulse response of alinear-phase loop filter. The design of reflection functions based on Equation (5),orany other FIR filter for that matter,can become problematic for short segments of lightly damped strings. The discrete-time form of such functions will have only af ew significantly non-zero elements, so that normalisation of the area in order to satisfy the discrete version of Equation (1) might require alarge adjustment to the peak height, and hence produce al arge deviation from the desired behaviour.T he problem will be illustrated in Section 3bysimulation of an open D 3 cello string using this type of reflection function, compared with the alternative formulation that will nowbedeveloped.
Measurements of string damping
To do better than the early models, it is first necessary to have reliable data for the intrinsic damping of the string. The damping of the first 30 modes, characterised by Qf actors, wasm easured [19] for sevens ets of nominally-identical "D'Addario Kaplan Solutions" cello strings (model KS510 4/4M). The inharmonicity coefficients were determined at the same time. The measured Q factors for each string mode were averaged across the different strings tested, to minimise the effect of manufacturing variations and experimental uncertainty.The measure- ments were made on arigid granite base so that the results only correspond to the intrinsic damping of the strings. Am odel due to Va lette [20] wast hen used to give a parametric fit to the measurements: such afitted model allows simulation of different notes played on agiven string. This model considers the net effect of viscous damping by the surrounding air,viscoelasticity and thermoelasticity of the string material, and internal friction. Viscoelasticity and thermoelasticity both manifest themselves by creating acomplexY oung'smodulus, which comes into the equation of motion through the bending stiffness term. Its significance increases with the square of the frequency. Aerodynamic loss predominantly affects the lower frequencies, while internal friction has ar ather uniform influence on all frequencies. In mathematical form, the Qfactor of the string's nth mode is expressed as
where ω n is the angular frequency, and η F , η A and η B are coefficients determining "friction", "air" and "bending" damping respectively.T hese three coefficients can be estimated by fitting Equation (6) to the measured Qfactors. Both measured and fitted data are illustrated in Figure 1 ; the shaded band indicates ±1s tandard deviation to show the variability of measurements. The fitted parameter values, as well as other string properties, are summarised in Table I . The pattern of the Qf actors looks almost identical across the four cello strings, when plotted against the string mode number (asopposed to the mode frequency). It can be seen in Figure 1that Va lette'sproposed relation givesab etter fit to the Qf actor trend of the C 2 and G 2 strings than it does to the D 3 and A 3 strings. Forthe D 3 and A 3 strings, the decrease of the Qfactors beyond their peak value is steeper than is predicted by Va lette'sm odel. For all strings, the highest Qfactor occurs at the second or the third mode, with the maximum values ranging from 1200 to 3000. This observed trend of Qfactors for cello strings is significantly at odds with the ones earlier reported for harpsichord strings [20] and guitar strings [21, 11] : all these other types of musical string showed the maximum of Qfactor occurring at much higher mode numbers. Presumably the pattern observed in the cello strings is adeliberate consequence of their elaborate multi-layer construction: giventhat construction, it is perhaps no great surprise that Va lette'ssimple model does not quite succeed in capturing the frequencyvariation correctly. Afi nal note on the frequency-dependent Qf actor concerns the case of finger-stopped strings. Stopping the string at one end by the finger will introduce significant additional damping, particularly for instruments likethose of the violin family that do not have frets. In astudy by Saw [22] , the damping of afinger-stopped string wascompared to that of an open string. Those results suggest as imple waytorepresent, roughly,the effect of finger damping: η F should be tripled, while keeping η A and η B unchanged.
Filter implementation
To accurately account for the damping trend of as tring overthe desired range of frequencies, the reflection functions must implement the frequency-dependent attenuation factors overtheir corresponding string lengths. These reflection functions can be viewed as the impulse responses of frequency-domain filters that implement the desired attenuation trends. Considering the bridge side of the string, there are βf/f 0 cycles of frequencycomponent f in around trip to and from the bridge. Therefore, the gain G 1 of the filter for the bridge side is related to the desired Qfactor by
directly from the definition of Qfactor as π times the number of periods for the amplitude to decay by the factor 1/e. The corresponding expression for gain G 2 for the finger side is obtained by replacing β with (1 − β). Damping will be implemented separately from dispersion, so the first stage is to findthe loop filter for adamped butn on-dispersive string on which all frequencies travel with the same propagation speed (i.e. is linear-phase).
Using the parameters from Table I , the desired gain factor,orresponse magnitude, overthe full range of frequencies and for each note wascalculated by combining Equations (6) and (7) .T he DC gain wass et to unity to comply with Equation (1),and for finger-stopped notes η F was tripled. Equation (6) naturally limits the Qf actor at high frequencies to the value 1/η B ,a round 20 for these cello strings; however, for practical reasons concerning the filter design procedure, the Qf actor wasf udged to be no less than 150. This limit wasnever reached before the 25th mode of the strings; moreover, it will be seen later that the fractional delay filter used for the accurate tuning of the strings adds some damping in the high-frequencyr ange, which compensates, to some extent, for the underestimation of damping in that range. The next step is the detailed filter design. The method used here is similar to the one described in [7] : Matlab's invfreqz routine is used to design afi lter based on the desired amplitude response. As with anyother phasesensitive filter design method, invfreqz givesits best result when designing aminimum-phase filter; for that reason, a minimum-phase version of the desired amplitude response is made first. This wasachievedusing the non-parametric method of folding the cepstrum to reflect non-minimumphase zeros inside the unit circle [7] . The weight function for invfreqz is set to 1/f ,a nd the filter is designed with one zero and 300 poles by default. If the initial number of poles results in an unstable filter,t he number is changed iteratively until as table filter is achieved: this method led to stable filters for the first octave on the C 2 and D 3 cello strings. Afi lter with 300 poles may seem excessive,b ut ah igh-order filter provedn ecessary to ensure agood fit at the first fewstring modes, particularly for the C 2 string (this issue is further discussed in Section 3). Several attempts were made to design Finite Impulse Response (FIR), rather than Infinite Impulse Response (IIR), damping filters both by truncating the inverse FFT of the desired frequencyr esponse and by using Matlab'sfi lter design toolbox. Both methods provedt ob ep roblematic, particularly for the shorter segment of the string, and the fit wasnever as good as the one obtained by invfreqz.Itis not claimed that one cannot design an equally suitable FIR filter for this application, simply that we failed to do so.
The designed damping filter wasphase-equalised using Matlab's iirgrpdelay routine (a 16th-order filter wasused here). The minimum-phase damping filter and the phaseequalising filter were then cascaded into an almost-linearphase damping filter with the desired amplitude response. The phase-equalisation may not have been fully successful in making the filter linear-phase, butt his turns out to be unimportant once the dispersion filter is added, since it involves much more significant phase shifts.
Finally,tuning wasimplemented using acombination of an integer-sample delay and an order-6 Farrowf ractional delay [23] for each side of the string (totalling β/f 0 for the bridge side, and (1−β)/f 0 for the finger side). When astiff string wastobemodelled, tuning waspostponed until after the design of the dispersion filter.I nsummary,t he order of the filters for each segment of the string is as follows: damping filter,phase-equalising filter,dispersion filter (if as tiff string is being modelled), integer delay filter,a nd fractional delay filter.
Dispersion wasa ccounted for using an all-pass filter, with au nit gain at all frequencies, which delays the signal in afrequency-dependent manner.The method used to design such afilter wasbased on atechnique introduced by Abel and Smith [24] , which makes adispersion filter in the form of cascaded first-order all-pass filters. This method waslater applied to the particular problem of astiff string in [25] .
In brief, in this method the frequency-dependent part of the group delay (total delay of as tiff string minus the linear-phase term corresponding to ap ure delay)i sb rokendowninto segments of 2π area. Associated with each segment is afirst-order all-pass filter with apole placed at the centre of the corresponding frequencyband. The pole radius sets the bandwidth of the group delay peak for each band, and in that waydetermines the trade-off between the smoothness of the final filter and its ability to track sudden changes in the desired group delay.The radius of each section is set so that within each band the minimum group delay (happening at the edges of the band)isequal to 0.85 times the maximum group delay (happening at the centre of the band). Ultimately the designed first-order sections are combined with their complexc onjugates to produce real second-order all-pass filters. These second-order filters are cascaded and directly implemented into the loop filter without being converted to the transfer function form. The reason for this is to avoid round-off errors resulting in an unstable filter,acommon problem for all-pass filters [26] .
The original implementation proposed in [25] uses a first-order Newton'sapproximation to findthe solution to the equation that givest he frequencyo ft he poles (Equation (8) in [25] ); buthere the exact solution to that equation has been calculated. The first-order approximation gave aconvincingly close approximation to the desired behaviour for the longer segment of the string (although, not surprisingly,n ever as good as the closed-form solution), buti tp rovedt ob ep roblematic in designing the dispersion filter for the shorter segment of the string, at least for the wayitwas originally implemented in [25] . Figures 2a  and 2b showt he desired group delay behaviours against the results obtained from the exact solution and the firstorder approximation, respectively for the short and long segments of the open C 2 string (β is here chosen to be 0.10).
Filters designed in this wayg ivea na lmost constant group delay to all frequencies above the target frequency (marked by astar on the horizontal axis of Figures 2a and  2b) , which results in as pike-likeb ehaviour in the equivalent reflection functions (see Figure 3a nd the following discussion). Time-domain details of this kind may be insignificant in producing audible effects as human ears are not too sensitive to phase, butt heym ay affect the playability of asimulated bowed string by creating an unphysical disturbance at the bowing point. This can significantly compromise the accuracyo ft he model in predicting the playability of ab owed string. In this regard, ar elatively high order (order-20)d ispersion filter waso ften found to be necessary,e specially for the finger side of the string. The order wasreduced wheneveranorder-20 filter resulted in adesign frequencyrange passing the Nyquist rate (common for the bridge side and for as mall bow-bridge distance). The order of the dispersion filter for the C 2 and D 3 cello strings as afunction of β is illustrated in Figure 2c tinguished in the plot. The dispersion filter wase xcluded wheneverthe filter order would become less than 2, which is the case for β smaller than 0.028. The equivalent reflection function for the finger side of the open cello C 2 string is shown in Figure 3 , both for a perfectly flexible and for as tiff string. Damping parameters for both plots are based on the data in Table I , and β is again set at 0.10. Even with an order-20 dispersion filter,s ome evidence of the spike-likeb ehaviour can be seen at non-dimensional time 0.47 for the stiff string case. The plot also shows the result for aconstant Qof600 implemented using an order-40 filter.This may be compared with the bottom trace, which shows the corresponding result based on the earlier modelling (damping modelled using the constant-Q reflection function of Equation (5),and dispersion implemented based on the method proposed in [8] ).
The inharmonicity of the nth partial of the full string is jointly defined by the inharmonicities for the twos egments of the string. Having that in mind, for the cases where the bow/pluck is extremely close to the bridge the Nyquist rate may only coverthe first fewpartials, leaving the higher partials of the full string with an effective inharmonicity that is less than the target value. As ap ractical fix for those cases, an inflated inharmonicity wasgiven to the finger side of the string to compensate.
Coupling to the instrument body
The next stage of modelling is to couple the string to the body of the instrument. The vibrating string exerts aforce on the bridge, which evokes ar esponse from the body. That response will not in general be in the same direction as the applied force, so the body motion excites some motion of the string in the polarisation perpendicular to the original one. This makes it natural to treat the twoeffects together.T he second polarisation of string motion can be treated by the method introduced in the previous subsection, with twoa dditional travelling wave components and an identical set of reflection functions to describe the damping and dispersion. The body response at the bridge can be characterised in terms of a2×2matrix of frequencyr esponse functions, giving the components of body motion in the twoplanes in response to forces in those planes.
The frequencyresponse function most commonly used is the admittance (orm obility): the velocity response to applied force. The matrix of admittances can be expressed in terms of the modal parameters of the body,b yas tandard formula. Define the direction X to be tangent to the bridge-crown for av iolin or cello, and define the direction Y perpendicular to both the X-direction and the string axis. If F X,Y and V X,Y are the components of force and velocity in these twod irections, then the admittance matrix is defined by
where
and where the kth mode has natural frequency ω k ,Qfactor Q k ,mass-normalised modal amplitude at the string notch in the bridge u k ,a nd a" modal angle" θ k defined as the angle of the principal direction of bridge motion in that mode with respect to the X-direction [1] . The first step to implement arealistic body model is to extract the relevant set of modal properties of an actual instrument. Calibrated measurements were carried out on the bass-side corner of the bridge on amid-quality cello. A miniature hammer (PCB Model 086E80)and LDV(Poly-tecLDV-100)w ere used to measure the 2 × 2admittance matrix. The strings were correctly tensioned, butd uring this measurement theyw ere thoroughly damped (including their after-lengths)u sing small pieces of foam. Mode fitting wasperformed by an analysis method described in [27] , using the Matlab function invfreqs.The method first involves modal extraction through pole-residue fitting, followed by an optimisation procedure allowing selection of the best sets of complexa nd real residues by minimising the mean of the modulus-squared deviation between measurement and reconstruction. This method wasperformed on Y XX and Y YY separately,a nd then modes that were recognisably the same for the twofittings were merged to give afinal set of frequencies and Qfactors. Modal masses and spatial angles were then optimised to give the best fit to all admittances.
To maintain the quality of fit the frequencyr ange 0-90 Hz wasi ncluded, butt he modes falling within that range were later removedbecause these were all identified as fixture modes in which the cello movesessentially as a rigid body.Beyond 2kHz, the modal overlap increases and the fitting process becomes increasingly unreliable. Astatistical fit wasthen used, exactly as done earlier by Woodhouse [1] for the guitar.The procedure assigned 166 extra modes to the frequencyr ange 2-7 kHz, using ar andom number generator to create modal frequencies with correct density and spacing statistics, as well as damping factors and modal masses with approximately correct statistical distributions. The resulting fit is compared to the measured admittances in Figure 4 . The corresponding phase fitss howed excellent fidelity up to 2k Hz although deviating al ittle at higher frequencies, especially for the XY admittance.
To implement the body dynamics in the model, each body mode is simulated as an independent resonator excited by the force exerted by the string at the bridge. It would be possible to include the body modes inside the IIR loop filter of the bridge side, butitisuseful to have direct access to the physical velocity of the bridge, so it was decided to implement them separately.T his also givesa simple and efficient means to synthesise the radiated sound from the instrument. The complexa mplitude of the kth mode at sample i + 1can be calculated from its amplitude at sample i by
where h is the time-step and F k is the instantaneous force applied by the string by the incoming waves(in both transverse polarisations), projected in the principal direction of mode k,
Here v oX and v oY are velocity wavess ent from the excitation point towards the bridge in the X and Y polarisations β/f 0 seconds before the current time-step, and Z 0 = T 0 m s is the characteristic impedance of the string. The physical velocity of the bridge projected in the X and Y directions can be obtained by summing the contributions of all body modes,
These projected velocities then contribute to the history of v oX and v oY ,a fter filtering by the bridge-side loop filter to give the actual velocity wavesa rriving back at the bowing/plucking point. Fort he finger side the incoming wavesare calculated simply by filtering the history of the outgoing wavest oward the finger by the finger-side loop filter.F or cases when as ingle-polarisation simulation of the string wasw anted, the terms in the Y -direction were omitted. The schematic of the coupled string-body model for a single polarization of aplucked string is illustrated in Figure 5. 
Additional details
On most stringed instruments, several strings are supported on acommon bridge and are coupled to one another through that path. Although coupling happens between all such strings, the effect is much stronger if the tuning of the strings is close to unison or otherwise harmonically related. This effect has been known to instrument makers for av ery long time, as is evident from the existence of sympathetic -b ut non-played -s trings in manyi nstruments such as the Norwegian Hardanger fiddle, the Indian Sarangi, or the Persian Rubab.S ympathetic strings can create an umber of interesting musical effects, most famously the multi-stage decay arising from slight mistuning of pairs or triplets of nominal unison strings in the piano [28] .
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Step Figure 5 . Schematic of the plucked-string model. Such sympathetic strings can be straightforwardly included in the simulation model by adding the reaction force of all strings to Equation (11) .S imilar to the case for as ingle string, the contribution of the moving body adds to the reflected wavesa tt he bridge, this time for all strings. Since the only excitation acting on the sympathetic strings is the moving bridge, theycan be modelled with a single loop-filter describing the round trip wave propagation from the bridge to the finger and back.
Fori nstruments liket he cello, the strings pass over the bridge and join to the tailpiece. These after-lengths could be added to the model using the same method, except that theya re terminated at af airly flexible floating tailpiece rather than ar igid termination at the nut. Natural frequencies and mode shapes of ac ello tailpiece can be found in [29] , and theyc an be included in the modelling scheme exactly as the body modes were included. A computationally-cheaper alternative might be to measure the bridge admittance with the after-lengths undamped, and to include them implicitly into the model of the body. However, this would compromise the link between the model and the underlying physics and makei th arder to explore the influence of, for example, changing atailpiece mode frequency.
Simulating the pluck
The initial condition of an idealised plucked string is zero velocity,a nd non-zero displacement (and acceleration). In principle, it is possible to initialise the waveguides to produce arbitrary initial conditions; the values of the two travelling wavesadd to form the physical velocity at each point, so there are twod egrees of freedom to set the desired initial velocity and acceleration [7] . Although that possibility wasa vailable, an alternative approach is used here.
An ideal pluck can be created by pulling asingle point of the string sideways and then suddenly releasing it with no initial velocity: the force for such ap luck has ac onstant non-zero value F P for t<0, which suddenly drops to zero at t = 0. If this force is offset by an amount −F P , the only effect is afi xeds tatic offset in the displacement of the string, which does not matter in the context of linear theory since superposition can be used. (Note that this is quite adifferent effect from the velocity offset that would arise if Equation (1) wasnot satisfied.)This allows asimple "trick" option for implementation: both travelling velocity wavescan be initialised to zero values, and at t = 0 aconstant force is applied at the plucking point which persists overthe time of simulation. The direction of the step force corresponds to the angle of release of the pluck, and can be varied at will: this angle is used by guitar players to influence the tone color and the decay rate of the sound produced by the instrument (a comprehensive discussion of the topic can be found in [30] ).
Such an ideal pluck is hard to achieve in reality: the closest one can get is by looping at hin wire around the string at the plucking point and gently pulling the wire until it breaks. Using afi ngertip or ap lectrum of finite size results in additional rounding of the shape of the string at the plucking point and hence in alow-pass filtering effect on the played note. The detailed interaction of aplectrum or fingertip with the string and the exact wayt he pluck is executed have as ignificant effect on the final sound of the instrument: this has been discussed in some detail in [31, 32] .
Evaluating the accuracy of the pluckedstring model
It is important to assess the accuracyo ft he simulation methodology described above.A sapreliminary test the method wasapplied to guitar plucks, using the string and body properties from the earlier study by Woodhouse [1] . The results, not reproduced here, showed excellent agreement with the other synthesis methods explored in that study.T he problems with the time-domain approach reported in that study are thus seen to stem from an insufficiently accurate implementation of the method, rather than from anyf undamental shortcoming in the approach. This is reassuring, buti ti sn ot at est of the accuracyo ft he model: it merely compares different numerical approaches to solving the same model. What is needed is direct comparisons with measurement. The techniques described above were applied to simulate 10 so fp lucked sound for the first 12 notes on the open D 3 string, are available at [33] , illustrating what happens when different features are progressively added to the model. Cases include aperfectly flexible string terminated at rigid ends, astiff string terminated at rigid ends, astiff string terminated at ar ealistic bridge and vibrating in a single polarisation, as tiff string terminated at ar ealistic bridge and vibrating in both polarisations, and finally the sympathetic strings are added. The response is the velocity wave on the string travelling towards the bridge, which is proportional to the transverse force applied by the string to the bridge. The signal that is converted to asound fileis alow-pass filtered version of that travelling wave,tosimulate the radiation from the instrument'sbody,crudely,by treating the body as apulsating sphere of roughly the right diameter (see Equation (6) of [11] ). The simulated results for the set of notes on the C 2 and D 3 cello strings were analysed to extract the frequency and Qf actor of at least the first 15 string modes by the same method used earlier with experimental data. Figure 6 shows the extracted Qf actors and inharmonicities (equal to Bn 2 in Equation (3) and calculated from [(f n /nf 0 ) 2 −1] for each string mode)f or the twoo pen strings, with and without allowing for string stiffness. Fort he moment, an open string case with rigid end terminations is chosen to focus on the results of the damping and dispersion modelling. Figure 6includes ing of the desired Qf actor is seen, butthis could only be achievedb yu sing av ery high order damping filter; reducing the number of poles from 300 to 100 significantly degraded the final result. Inharmonicity in the "perfectly flexible" cases for both C 2 and D 3 strings shows some deviation from the expected zero value, caused by limitations of the phase-equalisation procedure, butthe range of variation is almost negligible compared to the inharmonicity caused by stiffness. Note that the desired Qfactor and inharmonicity trends are genuinely different for the C 2 and D 3 strings, so the plot for each stiff string should be only compared to its corresponding flexible one. It is satisfactory to see that the Qf actors for both strings are not affected by the dispersion filter. Figure 7s hows what happens to the simulated results when the body contribution is added to the model. Since it has already been demonstrated that the response of the string is not af unction of the plucking point, the plots are only drawn for the smallest β value (equal to 0.02), to excite the largest number of string modes before the first missing harmonic appears (at n ≈ 1/β); instead, the plot includes the first 11 finger-stopped semitones on each string. The equivalent results for the case of rigidly terminated strings are also included for comparison; string stiffness is included in both sets of simulations. The Qv alues are of course lower than those of the open strings, due to the additional damping from the finger.The Qfactors and inharmonicities are both plotted against the string mode frequencya nd are overlaid for different notes played on the same string.
As expected, once the body is included in the model the Qfactors drop significantly and in afrequency-dependent manner.The frequencies of the string modes are perturbed compared to their counterparts obtained with rigid terminations, more severely at lower frequencies where veering is more likely to occur [34, 35] . The ceiling levelo ft he Qf actors for the modes of as tring mounted on an actual cello does not quite reach the Qf actor of the same string with rigid end terminations: for instance the highest Qfactor among all partials for the C 2 string barely reaches 600, compared to 1200 achievedw ith rigid end terminations. The numbers are much lower than those in Figure 1b ecause finger damping has been added.
The next step is to compare the simulated coupled string-body model with its experimental counterpart. Figure 8s hows the simulated Qf actors for the open C 2 and D 3 cello strings (terminated with rigid ends and with the body model)overlaid on experimental data obtained from the same cello whose bridge admittance wasused to fit the modal properties. The results are in very good agreement with the numerical predictions, showing only very modest discrepancies. In anyc ase, the exact values of the measured Qf actors should not be over-interpreted: theyw ill be sensitive to string excitation angle and exact tuning, as well as to the usual uncertainties in measuring vibration damping.
As another useful check for the simulation of stringbody interaction, one can treat the model as an actual instrument with strings undamped and simulate the standard measurement of the bridge admittance by exciting the bridge with an impulse and measuring its velocity. Figure 9shows the result of such assessment. Both polarisations of all four strings were included in the model, excited only via the bridge motion. The simulated bridge admittance in the X-direction is compared to the measured one, when all strings were free to vibrate. The plots are all to scale, and no modification has been made to match the two.
As one would expect, the general trend of the admittance for the strings-undamped case is similar to the strings-damped cases (earlier shown in Figure 4a ), the only significant difference being sharp string resonances and antiresonances appearing in the strings-undamped version. Figure 9b is az oomed version of ap articular frequencyr ange of Figure 9a : the "wolf note" area. The strongest body effect is around the wolf frequency, and it is interesting to see howt he sympathetic strings interact with the body modes present in that frequencyrange. The 2nd harmonic of the G 2 string and the 3rd harmonic of the C 2 string both fall in that region. The twowould coincide if the strings were perfectly flexible, buta re slightly mistuned due to different inharmonicities. Both the experimental bridge admittance and the simulated one for the strings-undamped case are added to the plot, for comparison. It can be seen that the twos trong modes falling on either side of the string resonances have been repelled by Figure 9 . Simulated versus measured bridge admittance in the X direction when all four strings are free to vibrate (a),a nd a zoomed version of that plot covering only the "wolf-note" area (b).B oth measured and simulated data for the strings-damped case are also included in the lower plot for comparison.
the reactive components of the string modes (see [34] for an explanation). These effects have been very well captured by the model. Finally, Figure 10 shows the equivalent of Figure 6b ut using the constant-Q reflection function of Equation (5) and the old implementation of dispersion proposed in [8] . This particular combination wasused in manyearlier studies, such as [17, 18] . Figure 10 1800 here)a nd for that reason is not directly comparable to the results presented in Figure 6 . The sampling rate to obtain the results of Figure 10 is set to 200 kHz (compared to 60 kHz used for this newer implementation), as used in some of the earlier studies. It can be seen that the Qfactor of aperfectly flexible D 3 string follows the intended constant value of 1800 fairly accurately.For the same simulation made on the C 2 string or with alower sampling rate on the D 3 string (neither reproduced here), the Qfactors of the first fewstring modes were slightly above the desired value. As wasd iscussed earlier this effect is an artefact of hown ormalisation was carried out in the process of designing the filter.G ratifyingly,the inharmonicity of the perfectly flexible case stays very close to zero, more accurately than wast he case for the newer implementation presented earlier.
Once the dispersion is included, the results are much less satisfying. Although the inharmonicity of the simulated plucks matches the desired trend very well, it drastically affects the Qf actor of the partials, and it has also made the Qfactor asensitive function of β.Instability was also observed in some cases, which echoes earlier difficulties reported to synthesise ag uitar pluck using this technique [1] . Including the body into the model alleviates the situation to an extent, buti ti sc lear that the model presented here offers more flexibility and precision in tracking the target trend of damping.
Conclusions
Arefined model of aplucked string based on time-domain simulation has been presented. Va rious details of the underlying physics have been incorporated into the model: the frequency-dependent damping of the string, an accurate implementation of dispersion, and the interaction of the string vibrating in twop olarisations with ar ealistic bridge as well as the sympathetic strings supported on the same bridge. Parameter values for the properties of the strings and body were extracted from measurements on a cello: the information about cello strings is itself an ew contribution to the subject.
Using some sample results, it has been demonstrated that the model of the string precisely follows the target trend for the Qf actors and dispersion. More importantly, the fully coupled model of the plucked string wasc ompared to plucked notes of an actual instrument, which demonstrated the ability of the model to produce ar esponse with very similar Qfactors to the experiments. The simulated bridge admittance when all strings were either damped or free to vibrate wasalso compared to measurements. The results were almost indistinguishable for the strings-damped case. Finally,itwas verified that the effect of sympathetic strings and their interaction with the body modes is very well captured by the model.
These results demonstrate that wave-based models can indeed simulate plucked strings with comparable fidelity to modal-based methods (see for example [35, 36] ). This may seem ar ather minor contribution, since the modal methods are already available. If the only purpose were to simulate plucked strings, this would be afair objection. However, the model has been developed in aform suitable for extension to the case of bowed excitation of the strings, and the details of that case are explored in ac ompanion paper [2] . Forbowed strings, the relation to the modal approach reverses: while it is indeed possible to study bowed strings by amodal method (see for example [37] ), the nonlinear nature of the friction force makes at ime-domain approach more natural and intuitive.A sf riction models become more sophisticated in the search for physical accuracy, this distinction is likely to become stronger,and it is hoped that the model presented here will form astrong foundation for such studies.
